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Microscopic description of the surface dipole plasmon in large NaN clusters „950&N&12 050…
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Fully microscopic random phase approximation/local density approximation calculations of the dipole plas-
mon for very large neutral and charged sodium clusters NaN

Z1 in the size range 950&N&12 050 are pre-
sented. Sixty different sizes are considered altogether, which allows for an in-depth investigation of the
asymptotic behavior of both the width and the position of the plasmon.@S0163-1829~98!06432-7#
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The surface dipole plasmon in large metal clusters is c
rently attracting significant experimental1–3 and theoretical
attention;4–6 e.g., a time-resolved analysis1 of second har-
monic generation via femtosecond pump-probe studies
recently successful in establishing an upper limit of about
nm for the validity of the 1/R law7,8 ~whereR is the cluster
radius! associated with the width of the dipole plasmon
large NaN clusters. On the theoretical side, this Landa
damping-type widthG5A\vF /R in large metal clusters ha
been derived repeatedly with various analytical approache7,8

~which necessarily utilize simplified approximations for t
dipole matrix elements of the residual Coulomb force!, but a
microscopic justification of it is still lacking. In general, de
tailed microscopic studies@the most systematic among the
using the matrix–random phase approximation/local den
approximation~matrix-RPA/LDA! version9–12 of the linear
response theory# have been restricted to rather small clust
in the size range 8<N<338.10,13

In the absence of systematic matrix-RPA/LDA calcu
tions aboveN5338, various other theoretical approach
have been most recently introduced with the expressed
pose of providing a framework for microscopic studies of t
dipole plasmon in large metal clusters; they include the
real-time version of the time-dependent local dens
approximation,4,5 the modified-with-separable-residua
forces RPA,6 and the separation-of-collective-coordinat
approach.5 Due to the computational effort involved, how
ever, these methods were in their turn restricted to a
~about 10! smaller sizes in the range5 of 8&N&400 ~or even
in the range6 8&N&950) and as a result they were unable
investigate the asymptotic behavior of the position and
profile of the plasmon. In addition, through an identificati
of the width with the variance of the RPA respons
Kurasawaet al.5 came, via a semianalytical analysis, to t
conclusion that the plasmon width should exhibit a 1/AR
asymptotic dependence, in sharp contrast to the 1/R law.

In this paper, with the help of the generation of power
computers available today, I present systematic matrix-R
LDA investigations of the dipole plasma excitation for ne
tral and charged sodium clusters in the size range 950&N
&12 050. In each case 30 different sizes were calculate14

which allowed15 for the determination of the asymptotic siz
dependence of both the position and the profile of the pla
resonance.

The theoretical aspects of the matrix-RPA/LDA approa
have been presented in Ref. 10. Here I only discuss bri
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~11!/6748~4!/$15.00
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how the matrix-RPA equations@see Eq. 5 of Ref. 10# can be
reduced to an equivalent problem with half the dimensions
the original matrix~such a reduction of dimensions is instr
mental for the successful implementation of the matrix-RP
LDA algorithm in the case of the very large metal cluste
considered here!. For such a reduction, it is sufficient to ad
and subtract the top and bottom rows of the original ma
equation. One then finds the equivalent equation16

D~2Al2D !Zn5E n
2 Zn, ~1!

where the matrixAl is given by Eq.~14! of Ref. 10,l in
general is the multipolarity of the excitation (l51 for the
case of the dipole!, En are the RPA eigenvalues, andD is a
diagonal matrix depending exclusively on the unperturb
single particle-hole energies, i.e.,Dph,p8h85(ep2eh)
dpp8dhh8 . The usual forward- and backward-going RPA am
plitudesW1

n [Xn andW2
n [Yn, which are needed in order t

calculate the oscillator strengthsf n ~see Sec. II C of Ref. 10!,
are given through the eigenvectorsZn as

W6
n 5CS En

D
61DZn, ~2!

where the proportionality constantC is determined via the
RPA-eigenvector normalization condition.

For each cluster NaN
Z1, the microscopic RPA calculation

yields a discrete set of oscillator strengthsf n ~normalized to
unity! associated with the RPA eigenvaluesEn ~see the inset
of Fig. 1!. By folding the oscillator strengths with Breit
Wigner shapes normalized to unity, one can calculate
smooth photoabsorption cross sections per valence electron
as

s~E!51.0975~eV Å2!(
n

f nPBW~E;En ,gn!, ~3!

wheregn denotes the intrinsic widths of the auxiliary Brei
Wigner profilesPBW .

Figure 1 displays the calculateds ’s for Na952 and
Na12 068, namely, for the smallest and the largest size c
sidered in the present paper~intrinsic widths of gn5g
50.16 and 0.076 eV were used for Na952 and Na12 068, re-
spectively!. It is apparent that the full width at half maximum
~FWHM! is smaller for Na12 068 (; 0.147 eV! compared to
the case of Na952 (; 0.319 eV! and that the maximum of the
6748 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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PRB 58 6749BRIEF REPORTS
photoabsorption cross section forN512 068 is blueshifted
with respect to the case ofN5952.

In addition to the photoabsorption profiles, Fig. 1 al
displays the varianceS ~horizontal solid bar! associated with
the RPA dipole response in the case of Na12 068 @in the RPA
the variance is calculated17 via the relationS25(m2 /m0)
2(m1 /m0)2, where the momentsmk are given by mk

5(nE n
k21f n]. Even with the overestimation of the FWHM

due to the folding procedure~see below!, it is seen that the
variance is substantially larger than the correspond
FWHM in the case of Na12 068; thus the variance should no
be used as a substitute for the actual width of the dip
plasmon, as was done18 in Ref. 5. Furthermore, to correct fo
the overestimation due to the folding, one needs to subt
the intrinsic widthgn from the original FWHM~see Fig. 10
of Ref. 10 and accompanying discussion!. With this correc-
tion, the plasmon widths are; 0.16 eV and; 0.07 eV for
Na952 and Na12 068, respectively; these values are ev
smaller than the uncorrected FWHM’s compared to the c
responding variances.

The method of folding described above has been use
most of the earlier publications in order to extract t
FWHM of the photoabsorption profiles. This method, ho
ever, becomes cumbersome in the present study where
size changes substantially going from the smallest to
largest cluster. Indeed, smallergn’s must be used the large
the cluster size and such a procedure is difficult to be de
mined uniquely. Instead of the folding method, a more u
form procedure is needed. Using the fact that for large c
ter sizes it can be analytically shown19 that the RPA respons
itself tends asymptotically to a well concentrated20 distribu-
tion of oscillator strengthsf n exhibiting a Breit-Wigner pro-
file, i.e.,

f n}G/@~En2 Ē!21~G/2!2#, ~4!

this paper has opted for a method based directly on the
tribution of the f n’s; namely, the Landau-damping-typ
width G is determined by the minimum interval around t
RPA energy centroidĒ, which contains 50% of the tota
oscillator strength, i.e.,G is such that( i f i50.5 with Ei

P( Ē2G/2,Ē1G/2). The value of 50% used here is precise

FIG. 1. RPA photoabsortion cross sections for Na952 ~dashed
line! and Na12 068 ~solid line!. The solid horizontal bar denotes th
RPA varianceS in the case of Na12 068. Inset: the oscillator-
strength distribution for Na12 068.
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the percent of the total oscillator strength contained wit
the energy interval associated with the FWHM of the sin
Breit-Wigner profile@see Eq.~4!# and the RPA centroid is
given by Ē5m1 /m0.

Figure 2~a! displays the calculated~according to the latter
method! RPA widths (G, open circles! and variances (S,
open squares! for NaN clusters in the size range 952<N
<12 068 as a function of the inverse radius (1/R) of the
jellium background (R5r sN

1/3, and the Wigner-Seitz radiu
for sodium was taken asr s54 a.u.!. Figure 2~b! displays the
same quantities as a function of 1/AR. Before proceeding
further, it needs to be noticed that the corrected FWHM’s
Na952 and Na12 068 ~namely, the values 0.16 and 0.07 eV!
according to the folding method are in good agreement w
the widthsG derived from the 50% method.

A first observation is that the variances are systematic
larger than the widths~see also Fig. 1!. Second, it can be
seen that the widths are not proportional to 1/AR since the
associated straight line does not pass through the origi
the axes@Fig. 2~b!#. On the contrary, in the case of Fig. 2~a!,
the straight dashed line that passes on the average thr
the points denoting the widths definitely passes through
origin of axes. This provides an unequivocal proof thatG
}1/R. Notice that for the smaller sizes the precise values
the widths exhibit noticeable scattering around the aver
line specified by the 1/R law; however, such scattering be
comes progressively smaller the larger the cluster sizes.
solid line in Fig. 2~a! denotes theG5A\vF /R law according
to the analytical result of Ref. 8, namely, when21 A5Aana
50.46. For the numerical RPA calculation, one findsAnum
50.58, which is close toAana. The difference between th
two slopes is due to the infinite-well approximation~and
ensuing neglect of electronic spillout!, which was invoked
during the analytical derivation. To further test the 1/R de-
pendence, I have also plotted in Fig. 2~a! the uncorrected

FIG. 2. RPA widthsG ~open circles! and variancesS ~open
squares! of the dipole plasmon for neutral NaN clusters (952<N
<12 068), as a function of~a! the inverse cluster radius 1/R and~b!
the inverse of the square root of the radius 1/AR. The solid line in
~a! corresponds to the analytical result forG according to Ref. 8.
The solid dots in~a! denote theuncorrectedFWHM of the photo-
absorption profiles~see Fig. 1! for Na952 and Na12 068generated with
the folding method.
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FWHM’s of the photoabsorption profiles for Na952 and
Na12 068 ~solid dots!. Again, and in sharp contrast with th
variances, even these uncorrected FWHM’s follow clearly
1/R dependence.

Finally, it has been derived through semiclassi
arguments5,17 that the size dependence of the variance sho
be propotional to 1/AR. Figure 2~b! does not indicate such
relation; much larger sizes are needed before the microsc
results forS converge to the expected 1/AR relation.

Figure 3 portrays the size evolution of the quantities
sociated with the position of the RPA surface plasm
namely, it displays the quantitiesE15(m1 /m21)1/2, E3

5(m3 /m1)1/2, and the centroidĒ as a function of the inverse
cluster radius. Figure 3~a! corresponds to the case of neutr
NaN clusters, while Fig. 3~b! displays the case of multiply
cationic NaN

101 clusters. In all instances, the calculated RP
values honor the theoretically expected22 inequality E1< Ē
<E3, but the centroid lies much closer toE1 than toE3. For
the neutral clusters, it is seen that the calculated points foE1

and Ē lie closely on two straight lines, which cross the e
ergy axis (R5`) at about 3.403 eV, in very good agreeme
with the expected classical Mie limit for sodium clusters, i.
\vMie5\vbulk /A353.4 eV ~for r s54 a.u.!. From the rela-
tion Ē53.403 eV2h̄/R, one can determineh̄54.68 ~eV
a.u.!. The calculated points forE3 do not fall on a straight
line crossing the energy axis at about 3.4 eV, although s
a behavior has been predicted from semiclassical sum-
arguments;17,23 apparently, much larger sizes are needed
fore the size dependence ofE3 converges to this expecte
asymptotic behavior.

FIG. 3. RPA positional quantitiesE1 ~open squares!, Ē ~centroid,
solid circles!, andE3 ~open triangles! of the dipole plasmon, as a
function of 1/R for ~a! neutral NaN and~b! charged NaN

101 clusters.
The straight line in~b! is a duplicate of the lowest line in~a! and
was drawn as a guide to the eye.
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Comparing the RPA results in Fig. 3~b! with correspond-
ing results in Fig. 3~a!, one sees that the position of th
dipole plasmon in the case of charged clusters is blueshi
with respect to that of the neutral clusters~all three quantities

E1, Ē, andE3 exhibit this trend!. The extent of this blueshift
depends on the ratioZ/N and naturally for the larger charge
clusters the calculated positions tend to converge to the
responding results for the neutral clusters; forZ510, this
convergence is definitely recognizable for the largest si
studied here.

Finally, Fig. 4 displays the size evolution of the RP
widths G and variancesS of the charged NaN

101 clusters as
a function of 1/R. As was the case with the position, th
charge state influences the values ofG andS; in particular, a
reduction in magnitude of these quantities can be seen c
pared to the case of neutral clusters. This reduction depe
again on the ratioZ/N and it is more pronounced the small
the cluster size.24

In conclusion, fully microscopic RPA/LDA calculation
for neutral NaN and charged NaN

101 (950&N&12 050)
clusters were presented. In each case, some 30 different
were considered, which allowed for an in-depth investigat
of the asymptotic behavior of both the position and the wid
of the dipole plasmon. In particular, it was found that asym
totically the RPA width becomes proportional to the inver
cluster radius and that for neutral clusters this trend is
ready well developed within the size range considered h

Computations were performed at the GIT Center
Computational Materials Science.

FIG. 4. RPA widthsG ~open circles! and variancesS ~open
squares! of the dipole plasmon for charged NaN

101 clusters (962
<N<12 078), as a function of the inverse cluster radius 1/R. The
straight lines are duplicates of dashed lines in Fig. 2~a! and were
drawn as guides to the eye.
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